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Move, Daihatsu’s Mini Passenger Vehicle

Addition of new grade equipped with turbo engine
and two new colors further enhances product range

Move X Turbo “SA” (2WD)

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (Daihatsu) has made some improvements to its mini passenger vehicle, Move,
which will be released nationwide on Monday, October 21.
Move underwent a major upgrade in December 2012, and has won high acclaim from numerous users
for its outstanding fuel efficiency, stable driving performance, comfortable ride, and Smart Assist, the first
crash-avoidance support system to be included in a mini vehicle.
Daihatsu has sold over 100,000 Smart Assist–equipped cars*1 as of September 30.
The latest improvement to Move is the addition of the new X Turbo grade, which is the X grade
equipped with a turbo engine, and the X Turbo “SA,” which comes with Smart Assist as a standard feature.
With this affordable turbo grade, Daihatsu expects new demand.
Improvements have also been made to Move’s assurance and safety features, including the addition of
the Emergency Stop Signal as a standard feature on all models. Furthermore, with two new body colors
that expand its color options, Move’s lineup now responds even more to customers’ needs.
*1: The “SA” grade models of the Move and Mira e:S.
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Summary
Features of the new X Turbo and X Turbo “SA” grades* 2
- Addition of a turbo engine
- The luminous meter panel now has three indicators (Color of the panel and display is amber.)
*2: Changes compared to the X grade.

Changes relating to all Move and Move Custom models
＜Exterior＞
- New body colors: Fire Quartz Red Metallic and Plum Brown Crystal Mica.*3
*3: Manufacturer option (¥21,000)

＜Assurance and Safety＞
- The Emergency Stop Signal is now a standard feature on all models. If the driver slams on the brakes
while traveling at 60 km/h or faster, the system automatically flashes the hazard lights when the brake
lights are lit to warn following vehicles.
＜Other＞
- An Upgrade Package is now available for customers who purchase Daihatsu’s genuine car navigation
system at a dealer, providing the added convenience of a rear-view camera and rear speakers. (For all
models excluding the Custom X Limited)
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☆ Shown in photo

◎2WD models in the Hokkaido region cost an additional 10,500 yen. Prices do not include recycling fees.

